Message from the President

BHGS Players and Parents,

I have been on the board for a few years and yet had no idea how hard people work to produce our softball season. Being president for my first year put me in touch with virtually everything going on in our league. I would like to thank all of our tremendous volunteers from the coaches, managers, chaperones and snack-shack people to the tireless, hard working board members. Without them, we would not have a season let alone a great league like BHGS.

This year, we tried a few new things. We recruited seasonal board member volunteers in September in order to get more new ideas in the planning process earlier. We also incorporated a split-division, interleague format in the 10u division. In addition, the CA Kryptonite A-Ball program is in the middle of its first full season. Generally, I am pleased with trying new changes and as always, invite your feedback.

Looking forward, we will be focused on replacing some old equipment like BBQs’s and golf carts. We will continue to try to improve our registration and uniforms ordering processes. We’re also reviewing our board structure and positions. Let us know if you want to get more involved.

Talking with people, we had another successful year overall. On our fields, I watched a lot of girls having a lot of fun playing softball. I even saw 6 year olds looking like seasoned pros compared to a lot of dirt-digging the year before. What a difference a year makes! It’s been a pleasure to serve you and I can’t wait until next year.

Until then, have a great summer!

Derek Bowers
BHGS President 2010
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Players:
Bianca Delgado
Deagan DeMaria
Lauren Martinez
Kenna McCabe
Andelina Miller
Ashley Poshard
Brianna Rose Reddell
Shae Schuyler

Manager:
Jennica Delgado
Coach:
Art Martinez
Assistant Coach:
Kenji Miller
Ryan Schuyler
Blue Devils

Players:
Lyndsey Bowcock
Alexis Bowcock
Megan Crow
Kate Dupree
Rachel Hartnett
Carolyn Kilk
Ashley Splaine
Aleena Whitney

Coach: Jennifer Bowcock
Assistant Coach: Meg Splaine

Blue Diamonds

Players:
Ayumi Bergan
Haiden Brim
Briana Da Rosa
Emi Darwin
Bridget Laugesen
Ceciliana Randazzo
Emma Varnell

Manager: Julie Brim
Coach: Gary Brim

Sponsor: C&M Business Services
Golden BUMBLEBEES

Players:
Gianna Acchione
Sophia Annecone
Melia Dobner
Kendall Fowler
Sydney Heming
Madeline Hoekstra
Sophie McCann
Leah Taradalsky

Sponsor:
KDS Plumbing
Diversified Capital Funding

Manager:
Tara Fowler
Coach:
Ken Fowler
Assistant Coach:
Rich Dobner
Aaron Heming

Red LADYBUGS

Players:
Brooke Battiato
Jordan Fernandes
Allison Lee
Brooke Manning-Alarcon
Danielle Pruett
Sariah Quint
Kiera Spears
Langley Sullivan

Manager:
Jennifer Battiato
Coach:
David Fernandes
Assistant Coach:
Kyle Lee
Wendy Spears
**Orange Tigers**

**Players:**
- Eleanor Basler
- Juliana Gudiel Abohamde
- Zoe Lucchesi
- Kate Miller
- Makayla Sanchez
- Clara Smith
- Madison Thompson

**Manager:** Samantha Sanchez  
**Coach:** Samantha Sanchez  
**Assistant Coach:** Stephanie Lucchesi  
**Brian Thompson**

**Sponsor:** Len Conrad Photography

---

**Purple Dolphins**

**Players:**
- Joe Harvey
- Cadee Borg
- Quinn Fivecoat-Ruiz
- Alyssa Hartzheim
- Pelagia (Pela) Karamanolis
- Morgan Maystrovich
- Amber Millet
- Ashlie Salzer
- Sydney Thompson

**Manager:** Cheryl Hartzheim  
**Coach:** David Millet  
**Assistant Coach:** Kerri Garcia  
**Glenn Hartzheim**

**Sponsor:** Klauser Electric
**Shooting Stars**

**Players:**
- Kiley Doblar
- Aimee Erba
- Mia Erba
- Phoebe Kliman
- Linnea Matlack
- Abby Proffitt
- Willow Scharpen
- Eleanor Sells

**Manager:**
- Dan Proffitt

**Coach:**
- Drew Doblar

**Assistant Coach:**
- Spencer Sells

**Chaperone:**
- Stacey Proffitt

**Sponsor:**
- Stacey Proffitt

---

**Teal Seals**

**Players:**
- Amanda Liu
- Austin Nottingham
- Ava Ovadia
- Melanie Pastega
- Skyy Standridge
- Jayden Cristine Tehada Gamez
- Madison Walker
- Chloe Wright

**Manager:**
- Tanya Tehada Gamez

**Coach:**
- Starlynn Standridge

**Assistant Coach:**
- Robert Pastega

**Christine Walker**
Players:
Arista Agnelli
Ashley Apostol
Madalyn Bowden
Larissa Correa
Annalise Dierkes
Isabella Lewis
Madison McRoberts
Anabelle Morle
Victoria Traina

Manager:
Kelly Dierkes
Coach:
Chris Dierkes
Assistant Coach:
Ann Traina

Sponsor:
Bill Lewis
**Blue Angels**

**Players:**
- Isabel Engelstad
- TaylorAnn Fowler
- Natalie Hernandez
- Kylie Holmboe
- Adison Kaiser
- Gianna McCarthy
- Casey Mihojevich
- Gianna Morrone
- Jill Zoodsma

**Manager:** Tara Fowler
**Coach:** Ken Fowler
**Assistant Coach:** Michael Holmboe
**Paul Zoodsma**

**Sponsor:**
- KDS Plumbing
- Schenone Insurance
- D.A. Pope, Inc.

---

**Blue Devils**

**Players:**
- Amber Hill
- Paige Pflibsen
- Hailie Pucci
- Natalie Pucci
- Chelsea Rayment
- Isabelle Robertson
- Ryland Shrader
- Fiona Spears
- Phiefer Sullivan
- Alina Valenti

**Manager:** Hope Pflibsen
**Kristina Shrader**
**Coach:** Chip Pucci
**Assistant Coach:** Wendy Spears
**Steven Sullivan**

**Sponsor:**
- Curt Robertson
Red
FIREBALLS

Players:
Makenna Hawthorne
Jami Berticevich
Lauren Campbell
Heather Conway
Brooke Corridan
Abby Fryer
Hannah Johnson
Frieda Kimball
Haley Naslund
Ellie Newberg-Lima

Sponsor:
Czela Bellies

Manager:
Lynne Conway
Coach:
Laura Kimball
Assistant Coach:
Kelly Conway
Joe Berticevich

Golden
EAGLES

Players:
Marina Alvarado
Halle Barron
Elizabeth Brown
Abby Hoekstra
Alyssa Pellegrino
Jessica Scannell
Abigail Stanley
Claire Urban
Eva Voelker

Sponsor:
Diamond Fence

Manager:
Alexis Hoekstra
Manager:
Jennifer Stanley
Coach:
Butch Coyne
Assistant Coach:
Andrew Voelker
Orange TIGERS

Players:
Olivia Flores
Audrey Fowler
Joelle Haneta
Grace Mori
Dylan Silvestrini
Anna Tonick
Lyla Vinciguerra
Lily Wancewicz
Abigail Susan Wood

Manager: Shanean Tonick
Coach: Tim Wancewicz
Assistant Coach: Scott Haneta
Chaperone: Danielle Wood

Sponsor: Glaspy & Glaspy
Merrisa Coleman-Bishop

Purple PANTHERS

Players:
Caitlin Likens
Megan Lynch
Amber Nienhaus
Hadra Osorno Abohamde
Kaitlyn Palermo
Maddelynn Sanchez
Emily Ventura
Kiani Widodo-Medefesser
Claire Wilbanks
Alexandra Wilson

Manager: Tracie Lynch
Julia Wilbanks
Coach: Samantha Sanchez
Assistant Coach: Tim Lynch
Dan Wilbanks

Sponsor: Craig Palermo Inc.
Players:
Claire Albers
Aspen Beck
Brianna Burchfield
Lauren Ferguson
Sarah Field
Anika Glogovac
Sidney Hough
Mia Lawson-Henze
Melaney Mann
Lily Rooker

Manager:
Elizabeth Albers
Sonya Seroff

Coach:
Joe Mann

Assistant Coach:
Ted Glogovac
Ron Rooker
**Blue Flames**

**Players:**
- Taylor Brim
- Amy DeJung
- Brianna Frank
- Casie Grogan
- Samantha Hislop
- Kayla Lewis
- Gabriella Petrossi-Baughman
- Lilian Riahi
- Cailan Splaine
- Molly Teresi
- Jennifer Xavier

**Sponsor:**
C&M Business Services
Tom & Nina Hislop

**Manager:**
Johnna Xavier

**Coach:**
Dale Grogan

**Assistant Coach:**
Gary Brim

---

**Golden Gloves**

**Players:**
- Caroline Basler
- Annalise Dobner
- Berrit Ericsson
- Lindsay Jamieson
- Alanna Keenan
- Kira Merkel
- Holly Perkins
- Jill Pezzola
- Madeline Sheridan
- Hailey Stamps
- Kaitlyn Thane

**Manager:**
Sue Jamieson

**Coach:**
Jim Thane

**Assistant Coach:**
Shireen Sheridan

**Sponsor:**
Fred Perkins

---

**Sponsor:**
C&M Business Services
Tom & Nina Hislop
Purple Pumas

Players:
Molly Best
Kyleigh Fertitta
Elizabeth Grim
Caroline Hamm
Noelle Huget
Erin Klutte
Brooke Moorhead
Makena Murray
Isabella Nogales
Megan Ryder
Emma Starink

Manager:
Marina Murray
Coach:
Brendan Best
Pascual Starink
Assistant Coach:
Chris Grim

Silver Bullets

Players:
Erica Andolina
Zylee Augenstein
Cristi Chavan
Gabrielle Laugesen
Samantha Lykins
Emily Mandy
Alyssa Ramirez
Vanessa Ruiz
Brooke Thurman
Rene Wash
Isabel Zamora

Manager:
Laura Thurman
Coach:
Steve Augenstein
Assistant Coach:
Jim Lykins

Sponsor:
Robert Trent Jones II, LLC
Teal Sharks

Players:
Casey Atherton
Chanze Berti
Hannah Biersdorff
Ashley Bills
Jennifer Fryer
Emma Hopson
Sophie Elizabeth Hopson
Madie Huntze
Hailey Juncker
Haley Moreno
Macy Valdez
Annika Vossen

Manager:
Tracie Bills
Coach:
John Bills
Reid Biersdorff
Assistant Coach:
Steve Valdez

Black Vipers

Players:
Savanna Smith
Megan Anderson
Grace Broberg
Alexa Checklenis
Olivia Chetcuti
Emily Egermeier
Lauren Fontes
Michaela Killoran
Nicole Marlow
Micayla Mendoza
Lia Nakabayashi
Katie Rose

Manager:
Caryl Gartzke
Coach:
David Rose
Assistant Coach:
Cy Nakabayashi
Blaze 12U

Players:
Jessica Andolina
Amy Apostol
Wendy Bassett
Megan Bowden
Brooke Broszus
Allison Liddle
Berta Luna
Angela Marie Reddell
Kassandra Tejeda
Tara Thakurta
Jacinda Valdez
Jordan Xavier

Manager:
Kristen Bowden
Erika Reddell
Coach:
Dan Liddle
Assistant Coach:
Tony Bowden
James Reddell
Raja GuhaThakurta

Sponsor:
JJ Magoo's Pizza
PatiosAndGrills.com
Red Dirt Devils

Players:
Kendall Belansky
Emily Christianson
Emily Crew
Heather Kerr
Megan Kersman
Victoria LoNardo
Hannah Mandy
Jashenay McKinney
Ashley Millet
Hannah Selfridge
Brenda Torres
Kate Zuccaro

Manager:
Dawn Millet
Assistant Manager:
Joe Zuccaro
Coach:
Chad Mandy

Sponsor:
Sam Linder Honda

Ice Angelz

Players:
Sarah Bloom
Caroline Crawford
Madison Fontes
Melissa Frank
Hailey Gallmann
Anna Garcia
Mackenzie Huntze
Nicole Naslund
Sarah Palermo
Emily Pyle
Brittany Rayment
Samantha Villanueva

Manager:
Tammy Klauser
Coach:
Marty Fontes
Assistant Coach:
Tom Palermo

Sponsor:
Klauser Electric
Black Outlaws

Players:
Danielle Carrillo
Rachel Duncan
Alexis Brianna Flores
Savannah Griffin
Krystal Hernandez
Emily Knott
Linsey Knott
Laura Mejia
Alyson Morris
Sierra Petrokas
Kendra Shapiro
Emily Yingling

Manager:
Amy Griffin
Vicki Shapiro
Coach:
Bill Carrillo
Assistant Coach:
Mary Carrillo

THUNDERBOLTS

Players:
Christine Bertacini
Samantha Chalmers
Allyson Conway
Alexis Corini
Teresa Danenberg
Camille Elliott
Arielle Kelly
Stephanie Kizer
Jordan Lacey
Stefani Lewis
Makayla Martinez
Kiley Quevedo
Mikayla Valdez

Manager:
Angela Martinez
Coach:
Kelly Conway
Assistant Coach:
Emily Doctolero

Sponsor:
Angela Martinez
Law Office of Nate Hales Jr.
14U

Players:
- Brittany Annas
- Alexandra Blair
- Kiley Dyer
- Carley Hendriks
- Katrina Jabbari
- Annie Kempski
- Daisy Kissane
- Brielle Lacey
- Andi Lougee
- Sydney McKeen
- Natalia Merrill
- Julia Ryan
- Jessica Schuster

Manager/Coach:
- Michelle Lacey
- Assistant Coach:
  - Matthew Quadro

Sponsor:
- Brian Lacey
Players: Madalyn Bowden
Lauren Campbell
Annalise Dierkes
TaylornAnn Fowler
Joelle Haneta
Natalie Hernandez
Isabella Lewis
Gianna McCarthy
Haley Nastlund
Hadra Osorno Abohamde
Lily Rooker
Lily Wancewicz
Manager: Tara Fowler
Coach: Ken Fowler
Assistant Coach: Chris Dierkes
Tim Wancewicz

Manager: Tara Fowler
Coach: Ken Fowler
Assistant Coach: Chris Dierkes
Tim Wancewicz

Sponsor: 3G Land and Cattle Company

Green Thunder

Players: Megan Anderson
Zylee Augenstein
Taylor Brim
Alexa Checklenis
Amy DeJung
Michaela Killoran
Kayla Lewis
Samantha Lykins
Emily Mandy
Nicole Marlow
Molly Teresi
Brooke Thurman
Manager: Laura Thurman
Coach: Jim Lykins
Assistant Coach: Steve Augenstein
Gary Brim
Nick Checklenis

Manager: Laura Thurman
Coach: Jim Lykins
Assistant Coach: Steve Augenstein
Gary Brim
Nick Checklenis

Sponsor: C&M Business Services

Green Thunder

Players: Jessica Andolina
Emily Christierson (Guardanapo)
Savannah Griffin
Stephanie Kizer
Stefani Lewis
Allison Liddle
Kiley Quevedo
Angela Reddell
Hannah Selfridge
Kassandra Tejeda
Tara Thakurta
Jordan Xavier
Emily Yingling
Manager: Amy Griffin
Coach: Dan Liddle
Assistant Coach: James Reddell
Raja GuhaThakurta
Sponsors: Gabriela Ruvalcaba, State Farm Agent,
Howell Electric, David Liddle & Ruthann Quindlen

Manager: Amy Griffin
Coach: Dan Liddle
Assistant Coach: James Reddell
Raja GuhaThakurta
Sponsors: Gabriela Ruvalcaba, State Farm Agent,
Howell Electric, David Liddle & Ruthann Quindlen

Green Thunder

Players: Alexs Corini
Teresa Danenberg
Mariissa Dierkes
Madison Fontes
Taylor Klauser
Hannah Mandy
Ashley Millet
Marie Minter
Sarah Palermo
Tiffany Verner
Charlotte Viner
Manager: Kelly Dierkes
Coach: Chad Mandy
Assistant Coach: Marty Fontes
Tom Palermo

Manager: Kelly Dierkes
Coach: Chad Mandy
Assistant Coach: Marty Fontes
Tom Palermo

Sponsor: C&M Business Services
Each year, the players, parents and staff members from each team select one coach from each age division to receive our “Coach of the Year” Award. Throughout the season, the coach they feel deserving of this award should meet the highest standards of sportsmanship while providing instruction of the game and fair play.

This “Coach of the Year” Award is dedicated to Tina Martignetti who played the game she loved best, softball. Tina played as a child and then later as an adult she helped coach young girls in the sport she loved so much. Tina took each team she coached and transformed it with her life’s presence. She taught us a valuable life lesson by her kind and encouraging spirit. “Find a passion and make a positive difference.” Although we lost Tina to cancer, we never want to lose the lesson of her example and her caring!

Thank You Tina!
As a member of the Branham Hills Girls Softball League,
I pledge to devote myself to the enjoyment of the game,
to strive for excellence and adhere to the conduct of good sportsmanship.

As a player, I will strive to make everyone feel like a winner
and as an individual I will develop physically, spiritually and emotionally.

I believe that softball is a place where I can perform
for my parents, relatives and friends in a healthy and productive way.
I will respect the Girls Softball tradition, be respectful to all participants,
develop friendships and most of all, I will have fun.
"At Robert Trent Jones II our golf courses are of the earth but for the spirit. We invite you to explore the spirit of our life and work and share our passion for the game of golf and the art of golf course design." www.rtj2.com

—Robert Trent Jones, Jr.
Chairman and Master Architect

BHGS GRAND SLAM LEVEL SPONSOR
10U SILVER BULLETS

Erika Reddell #0F91698
Gabriela Ruvalcaba Agency
www.gabbyinsurance.com
(408) 251-8886

State Farm

Magoo's Pizza

Los Gatos
15525 Los Gatos Blvd
358-2000

Pizza
Burgers
Sandwiches
Salad Bar
Appetizers

Teams - Parties
Banquet Room
Lunch Buffet
We Deliver
Open Daily at 11
Service So Good It’s Shocking!

At Klauser Electric, we know how important good service is to our customers. We are constantly upgrading the way we do business so that we are able to offer you the best service in the industry. Our number one priority is Customer Service, because we never forget that our customers are the reason we are in business! When you call us you can expect a friendly voice on the phone to listen to you; a fast response; work performed by a trained electrician.

- Custom lighting
- Design
- Wiring
- Ceiling fans
- Outdoor lighting
- Recessed lighting
- Home inspections
- Pool Electric Installation
- Pool Electric Repair
- Pool Lights
- Troubleshooting

Visit our website at: www.klauserelectric.com

Thank you for your HOME RUN SPONSORSHIP!

Thank you
for your
HOME RUN
LEVEL
SPONSORSHIP!

Craig Palermo, Inc.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
(408) 266-7433

Thank you for your HOME RUN SPONSORSHIP!

Leadership
Each job is vigilantly supervised.
The project manager works
closely with the crew, suppliers,
and subcontractors, and together
visits each site, regardless of size,
he ensures will direct all activities,
including ordering material, confirming
subcontracts, communicating any
changes, and coordinating any
dedical requirements.

Professionalism
We make it a priority to keep our
construction sites immaculate, to
professionally protect all existing
structures, and to minimize disruption
to neighbouring properties. Our crews
are committed to maintaining the
highest standards of neatness,
safety, and professionalism.

Teamwork
Our committed team of tradesmen
is the key to our exceptional
performance. We have a cohesive
group of employees who are
dedicated to developing their
professional skills and craftsmanship.
Our employee development programs
have contributed greatly to our record
of steady growth and long-term
relationships with our customers.

D.A. POPE INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Craig Palermo, Inc.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
(408) 266-7433
Andolina Family

Thank you for your

HOME RUN SPONSORSHIP

and our terrific new snack shack grills!
On Deck Sponsors

Glaspy & Glaspy

Diversified Capital Funding

C & M Business Services

Tom & Nina Hislop

Brian K. Lacey

Schenone Insurance

Angela Martinez

Curt Robertson

3G Land and Cattle Company

Law Office of Nate Hales Jr.

Triple Play Sponsor!

Diamond Fence Co. Inc.

Diamond Fence
15666 Los Coanos Blvd., Ste. 160-147
Los Gatos, CA 95032
Phone: (408) 374-4282
Fax: (408) 374-6171
Email: info@diamondfenceco.com

Venezia Construction, Inc.

Venezia
32530 Washington Street
Redwood City, CA 94062
Phone: (650) 321-5681
Fax: (650) 321-5777
Email: info@veneziaconstruction.com

Field Sponsors

Raymond & Joanne Williams

Stacey Proffitt

Scott Schiefer

Bill Lewis

HOMERUN LEVEL SPONSOR

California KRYPTONITE

Oldtown Abbey Carpets
America's choice in floor fashions since 1958.

329 Monterey St. Salinas, CA 93901 Phone: (831)754-2036

Recology. WASTE ZERO

Kryptonite Triple-Play Sponsor

Play It Again SPORTS®

Equity Office
Equity Office Management, LLC

PRO CON Professional Contractors

Thank You